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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
Frank Lloyd Wright’s Unity Temple is an architectural masterpiece,
embodying the bold elegance, visionary experimentation, and functional
integrity that characterize modern architecture. It is considered to be
among the most innovative and imaginative structures of the 20th century.
In 1970, Unity Temple was designated a National Historic Landmark. Unity
Temple Restoration Foundation (UTRF) was founded in 1973 by
volunteers dedicated to restoring and preserving Unity Temple. Over time,
the organization has evolved to promote architecture awareness and
education through programs and events, introducing diverse public
audiences to Unity Temple and to the design principles that inspired this
iconic masterpiece.
As a non-profit organization, funding is always a challenge. Technology is
typically one of the last areas to be considered during annual budgeting.
This is where Keith and Azure Horizons has played a key role by delivering
quality IT services within a very restricted budget.
Keith originally met UTRF’s Executive Director, Heidi Ruehle-May, 8 years
ago when she was the Development Manager at Housing Forward. At that
time, Azure Horizons was providing the IT management and consulting
services to the organization. Heidi was impressed with Keith’s technical
expertise and personalized service; so much so that when she joined UTRF
last year, Keith was the vendor she selected to support UTRF.
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As a nonprofit organization with minimal staff but large goals and projects,
making IT worry free is key. Time and attention needs to remain focused
on the organization’s mission and not on computer and printer issues.

SOLUTION

Keith and the Azure Horizons team deliver a Managed IT Services solution
including proactive 24/7 monitoring and maintenance of their technology
systems and access to support if and when the need arises. Keith also
sources all needed IT equipment ensuring quality and performance are
maintained while being mindful of budget limitations.

IMPACT
For Heidi, the single biggest benefit that Keith and the Azure Horizons
team bring to the organization is availability. Keith quickly addresses any
issue regardless if it’s remotely or onsite. Heidi’s previous experience with
IT vendors who only operate remotely proved how challenging it can be to
get IT problems resolved in a timely manner. Having a team that can come
onsite, if needed, and quickly address an issue is important to Heidi.
Heidi and Unity Temple Restoration Foundation also benefit from Keith
being reliable. She knows that Keith provides quality work at a very
reasonable price. This allows UTRF to not have to worry about their IT and
instead continue to deliver on the organization’s mission.

To learn more about the Cyber Security, Managed IT Support and Managed
Security Services offered by Azure Horizons, Inc., please visit:
https://www.azure-horizons.com
Visit: http://www.utrf.org to learn more about Unity Temple Restoration and
ways you can help accomplish their mission.
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